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Abstract

Aerosol particles were collected with an aircraft-borne sampler above, within and below a

stratocumulus over the Sea of Japan on December 3, 2000, when continental influence was expected.

Particles in the range of 0.3–7 Am and cloud droplets in the range of 0.3–10 Am were captured and

they were identified individually upon their elemental composition and morphologies from the

analyses by using electron microscopes and an energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer. Interstitial

particles and droplets coexisted in the cloud and their number ratio was about 3:2 in the detected

ranges. Spherical particles that were inferred to be mainly composed of sulfate, nitrate and

ammonium occupied more than 95% of the interstitial particles. Similar particles were also majorities

in the above- and below-cloud air, where their percents to total particles were 93% and 74%,

respectively. Acidic sulfate particles were rarely found in the below-, in- and even above-cloud air.

The nuclei of 90% cloud droplets had similar composition and size distribution to the spherical

particles in the scope of our analysis. These results suggest that the continentally influenced

stratocumulus was characterized by neutralized nuclei and interstitial particles. Sea-salt particles

were detected mainly in the below-cloud air. A few droplets with sea-salt nuclei were detected there

and in the cloud. Such droplets were usually larger than those with spherical nuclei but their number
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fraction to total droplets in the cloud (about 8%) was much smaller than the spherical nuclei to total

droplet fraction, indicating that sea-salt particles produced larger droplets but they constituted only a

small number fraction of droplets in the cloud.

D 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Clouds have a close relationship with atmospheric aerosol particles. Some particles can

act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) to produce cloud droplets by water vapor uptake.

Inversely, cloud can stimulate new particle formation and cloud droplets can release

particles through liquid water evaporation (Twomey and Warner, 1967; Charlson et al.,

1987; Hegg et al., 1990; Perry and Hobbs, 1994; Clarke et al., 1998). Besides, phase

transformations and chemical reactions including gaseous species, interstitial aerosol

particles and liquid droplets are always simultaneously occurring and mutually connected

with each other in cloud (Hegg and Hobbs, 1986; Fuzzi et al., 1994; Laj et al., 1997a).

These spatial and temporal complexities and the multiphase properties make clouds so

complicated that it is difficult to obtain data representing accurate characteristics of aerosol

particles and cloud droplets.

Many observations have been conducted to investigate the relationship between cloud

droplets and aerosol particles. Comparisons of cloud droplets and interstitial particles

revealed that water-soluble particles favor droplet formation more than insoluble particles

(Martinsson et al., 1992; Noone et al., 1992; Hallberg et al., 1994; Gieray et al., 1997), and

larger particles with larger portions of soluble components were more capable of serving

as CCN (Svenningsson et al., 1997). From measurements of residues left by cloud droplet

evaporation, Noone et al. (1992), Laj et al. (1997b), and Gurciullo et al. (1999) found that

aqueous chemistry in cloud droplets sometimes could lead to changes of particle size and/

or composition. If influenced by continental emissions, the processes of cloud droplet

formation and depletion would be considerably modified compared to those in an

unpolluted atmosphere (Noonkester, 1984; Stephens and Platt, 1987; Hoppel et al., 1990;

Garrett and Hobbs, 1995; Bower et al., 2000; Brenguier et al., 2000). For example, it has

been reported that the concentrations of Aitken nuclei and CCN in polluted air were much

higher than those in clean marine air (e.g., Hudson and Xie, 1999).

The Asian continent is recently characterized by emissions of anthropogenic pollutants

(Kato and Akimoto, 1992; Akimoto and Narita, 1994; Galloway et al., 1996; Streets et al.,

2003). Due to strong westerlies in winter and spring, pollutants from the continent are

usually dispersed eastward to downwind areas. It has been evident that the input of

continental pollutants into the downwind marine atmosphere can cause significant changes

in the chemistry associated with sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides and even chloride (Savoie

and Prospero, 1989; Prospero and Savoie, 1989; Parungo et al., 1994; Thornton et al., 1999;

Andreae et al., 2000; Zhang and Iwasaka, 2001). However, few in situ observational data on

clouds whose gaseous and particulate precursors were influenced by the input are available.
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The Sea of Japan is in the downwind area of the Asian continent and the Korean peninsula.

Low-pressure systems moving out at altitude from the continent usually stimulate cloud

formation in the marine atmosphere (Ishizaka et al., 1995), which provides opportunities to

study the influence of continental emissions on clouds in the marine atmosphere.

In this study, we analyzed particles and droplets collected in and out of a stratocumulus

during an aircraft observation over the Sea of Japan when continental influence was

expected. Morphologies and elemental compositions of individual particles and droplets

were obtained using electron microscopes. Compared with measurements by bulk samples

that can provide only average information of total collected particulate matters, the single

particle analysis can identify the physical and chemical properties of aerosol particles at

individual levels and provide more detailed information on particle size and composition,

which will consequently help to precisely categorize the particles, study their history and

look insight the mutual links between different particles in the atmosphere.
2. Particle collection and analysis

Observations with an aircraft (a King Air B200) were made between 500 m (below

cloud) and 3000 m (above cloud) around (35845VN, 132836VE) over the Sea of Japan on

December 3, 2000. Particles and droplets were collected during 0630–0745 UTC (Local

Time=UTC+9 h) when the aircraft flew above, below and in cloud. An in-cloud sample

was obtained when the aircraft was descending from 2392 m to 1566 m in cloud, thus it

included particles collected at a range of heights. Two above-cloud samples and two

below-cloud samples were obtained when the aircraft was turning at same altitudes in

above- and below-cloud air, respectively.

Air was introduced into an in-cabin manifold through an inlet. Fig. 1 shows the diagram

of the air introduction system. The inlet was fixed below the aircraft cabin facing forward
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the inlet (not to scale) used to lead ambient air into the in-cabin manifold.
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to the flight direction and aligned parallel to the aircraft axis. To avoid flow turbulence at

the inlet and minimize the effect of particle collisions on the nozzle edge, a supplementary

air exhaust system was made around the inlet and the flow speed into this system was

adjusted to keep isokinetic flow at the nozzle. This assured that flow got into the inlet

without experiencing turbulence at the inlet entrance, and consequently, the possibility of

collisions of particles and droplets was minimized. The manifold was placed directly

above the inlet. Introduced air was distributed to a particle collection impactor through a

straight tube. The inlet and the manifold were made of stainless steel, which should

minimize the influence of electrical charges on the smoothed wall. The pressure inside the

aircraft cabin was maintained to be the same as the ambient air. The flight speed during the

sampling period was from 70 m s�1 to 85 m s�1 with an average of 77 m s�1. So the air

flow entered the inlet tip at about 77 m s�1; subsequently the conic diffusing section of the

inlet decelerated the axial velocity to 4.5 m s�1.

The loss efficiency of particles in the bent section of the inlet was evaluated following

Pui et al. (1987) and Blomquist et al. (2001). The curvature ratio of the bent section, which

is the ratio of the bend radius (Rbend) to the radius of the tube cross-section (Rtube), is 7.4.

This is within the range of 5bRbend/Rtubeb30 where the curvature effect has been proven

to be insignificant. At 25 8C, pure H2SO4 has a density of 1.825 g cm�3, pure HNO3 has a

density of 1.504 g cm�3, pure (NH4)2SO4 has a dry particle density of 1.76 g cm�3 and

pure NaCl has a dry density of 2.17 g cm�3. Hydrated particles with these components will

possess densities that are a mixture of these values together with water of hydration at 1.0

g m�3. Transmission efficiencies were calculated for particles with densities of 1.0 and 2.0

g cm�3 at a flow rate of 4.5 m s�1. Table 1 shows the diameters at which particles with 1.0

and 2.0 g cm�3 densities are transmitted at 90%, 50%, and 10% efficiencies. Theoretically,

a particle diameter transmitted with 50% efficiency at 1.0 g cm�3 density is 10.8 Am and at

2.0 g cm�3 density is 7.6 Am. A particle diameter transmitted with 90% efficiency at 1.0 g

cm�3 density is 4.2 Am and at 2.0 g cm�3 density is 3.0 Am. Because the Reynolds

numbers of 5000 inside the conic diffuser and 3000 inside the straight tube were relatively

small, turbulence was unlikely to significantly occur inside the diffuser and the tube.

Calculations following Muyshondt et al. (1996) were applied to evaluate particle loss

caused by the turbulence. The transmission efficiencies of the straight entrance, conic

diffuser and straight tube to the manifold (Fig. 1) were calculated separately and then

multiplied to deduce the overall transmission efficiency of the entire straight sections. For

simplification, the efficiency of the diffuser section was calculated as a cylinder with a

diameter of the mean of the tip and tube diameters. Calculated transmission efficiencies for

different-size particles with 1.0 or 2.0 g cm�3 densities are listed in Table 2. According to

these results, loss of particles smaller than 10 Am in the straight sections should be very
Table 1

Estimated transmission efficiencies for the bent section of the inlet (at 20 8C, 1013 hPa)

Particle density (g cm�3) Particle diameter transmitted with various efficiencies (Am)

90% 50% 10%

1.0 4.2 10.8 19.7

2.0 3.0 7.6 13.9



Table 2

Estimated transmission efficiencies for the straight section of the inlet (at 20 8C, 1013 hPa)

Particle diameter (Am) Transmission efficiency with different densities (%)

1.0 g cm�3 2.0 g cm�3

5.0 95 94

7.0 94 90

9.0 93 83
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small. Particle residence time for the entire inlet length was about 0.07 s. Even a particle

with 10 Am diameter and 2.0 g cm�3 density, which has its terminal settling velocity of 0.6

cm s�1, would fall only 0.4 mm inside the inlet. Hence the gravitational sedimentation in

the inlet was not significant. Overall major particle loss should be caused by the bend in

the present inlet system. Aqueous particles and cloud droplets smaller than 10 Am and sea-

salt particles smaller than 7 Am can efficiently penetrate the inlet system. Since sea-salt

particles were usually smaller than 7 Am, loss of the particles in number was not expected

to be significant.

Particles were collected onto electron microscope copper meshes (Maxtaform H7) by

using a PIXE Low-pressure Impactor (manufactured by PIXE International Corporation)

from the manifold in the aircraft cabin. Only one stage of the impactor (L1) was applied

for particle collection and the flow rate was about 3 l min�1. The estimated 50% cutoff

diameter of the impactor at 700 hPa is about 0.2 Am and the collection efficiency for

particles of 0.3 Am was about 80%. The sampling time for every mesh was 3 min.

Sampling meshes were coated with polyvinyl formvar [(–C5H8O2–)n] film sprayed with

carbon. After particle collection, each mesh was kept in a plastic capsule. Then the capsule

was sealed in a plastic bag together with paper-packaged silica gel, and brought back to the

laboratory for subsequent analysis. Samples were investigated using the Hitachi H-9

transmission electron microscope (TEM) of the Hydrospheric–Atmospheric Research

Center of Nagoya University. In addition to particle size estimation from the TEM images

on mesh film, some particles were identified by their morphologies. According to Frank

and Lodge (1967) and Bigg et al. (1970), fresh sea-salt particles are electron-dense (strong

absorbability of electrons) squares. If they are aged, their shapes are irregular electron-

dense patches. Acidic sulfate particles including sulfuric acid and partially neutralized

sulfate particles have distinctive satellite structures: a central spherical spot surrounded by

one or more rings of small round spots. Completely neutralized particles are round spots of

spherical caps. Particles containing un-dissolved matters are electron-dense spots. These

images are created by the collisions or splashes of particles against the film during

impaction and the subsequent coagulation after being captured.

Heating tests with electron beams were performed on some particles during TEM

analysis. After a picture was taken with weak electron beams, particles in the picture were

bombarded with strong electron beams for 5 s. Then the particles were photographed

again. Since the samples were kept in capsules which were sealed in plastic bags together

with desiccant and the analysis was carried out in high vacuum conditions (10�3 to 10�4

Pa) in the electron microscope, the particles must have been dehydrated and those in

pictures before the bombardment are the residues after dehydration. Consequently, the
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residual particles before the heating should be composed of non-volatile and low-volatile

components. Here, blow-volatileQ means that the compounds do not evaporate or

dissociate at room temperature even at 10�4 Pa within a few minutes. With the increased

strength of electron beams hitting particles, the particles were heated and the low-volatile

compounds would evaporate and escape from the particles causing the particles to change

in morphology. By this test, we determine whether the particles contained low-volatile

compounds.

Particles and droplets, including many on TEM pictures, were also investigated using

the SEMEDX system (a Hitachi S-3000N scanning electron microscope equipped with a

Horiba EMAX-500 energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer) of the Solar Terrestrial

Environment Laboratory of Nagoya University. With this SEMEDX, we measured

relative weight and atom ratios of elements of atom number (Z) larger than 5 except

nitrogen in a single particle or droplet down to 0.1 Am. In this study, we applied the data of

elemental compositions of particles and droplets to confirm their categorization.
3. Weather, observed cloud and backward trajectories

Fig. 2 shows the GMS Visible Image at 0600 UTC, surface weather chart at 0000 UTC

on December 3, 2000, and the isentropic backward trajectories of the below-, in- and

above-cloud air masses. The aircraft observations were carried out about 3 h after a cold

front had passed through at the surface. A strong northwesterly flow in elevated layers was

noted during the sampling period. Cloud images recorded by an on-board CCD camera

and the cloud information later published by Japan Meteorological Agency indicated that

the cloud we measured was a stratocumulus with its base at 1000 m and top at 2500 m,

which was of typical cloud behind low-pressure centers in this area in winter (Ishizaka et

al., 1995).

The isentropic backward trajectories indicate that the below- and in-cloud air masses

were from low levels near the ground in eastern China and they moved upward in the

troposphere as they slowly moved northeastward there. The above-cloud air masses

moved upward over western China where anthropogenic activities are much less than in

eastern China. Therefore, air masses around the cloud, particularly those in and below the

cloud, should have been significantly influenced by anthropogenic emissions from China

and Korea. It is also learnt from the trajectories that the air masses left the Asian continent,

crossed over the Korean peninsula and arrived at the sampling area within about 1 day,

suggesting the air masses retained the characteristics of land emission influence.

The thermodynamic structures of vertical layers, which were obtained by a Rawinsonde

launched at Yonago (35830VN, 133854VE) near the observational area at 1200 UTC on

December 3, 2000, are shown in Fig. 3. The potential temperature profile indicates the

layer from surface to the cloud base has been well mixed but there was a thin inversion

layer at the cloud base (about 1800 m) which separated the cloud layer from the lower

below-cloud air masses. In cloud, the vertical distributions of relative humidity and

equivalent potential temperature are not consistent with the moist adiabatic lapse rate,

suggesting the in-cloud updraft was weak. At cloud top, there was an inversion and strong

hydrolapse, suggesting that the vertical mixing above the cloud top should be extremely
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wind speed and direction at Yonago (35830VN, 133854VE) at 1200 UTC, December 3, 2000.
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weak. Below 500 m, wind speed had strong vertical shear from 3 m s�1 at 8 m to 7 m s�1

at 480 m, further suggesting strong vertical mixing in the surface layer.
4. Results

4.1. Morphology

Fig. 4 shows the typical pictures of samples in the below-, in- and above-cloud air. The

majority of below-cloud particles are round spots (such as particle A in Fig. 4a) and

irregular electron-dense particles (particle B in Fig. 4a). The round shape of spots on the

film indicates that they were in the aqueous phase before being captured and that these

particles should be spherical in the air, i.e., they were wet aerosol particles. Hereafter, such

particles are denoted as bspherical particlesQ and irregular electron-dense particles are

denoted as birregular particles.Q The spherical particles were usually smaller than the

irregular particles. Besides the spherical and irregular particles, there were some other
Fig. 2. (a) Satellite image (VIS) at 0600 UTC. The circle on the image marks the observation area. (b) Surface

weather chart at 0000 UTC on December 3, 2000. (c) 72-h isentropic backward trajectories of below-cloud (600 m),

in-cloud (1800 m) and above-cloud (3000 m) air masses over the observation site (35845VN, 132836VE) from 0700

UTC on December 3, 2000. The trajectories were calculated by the HYSPLIT model of NOAA Air Resources

Laboratory’s web server (/www.arl.noaa.gov/).

http:/www.arl.noaa.gov/


Fig. 4. TEM pictures of particles collected (a) below, (b) in, and (c) above the cloud. The pictures, also in Fig. 5,

are black–white reversed ones. Electron-dense parts of particles are bright in white.
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particles which had irregular electron-dense cores with outside circles (particle C in Fig.

4a). They are apparently different from the spherical and irregular particles. The round

shape of the circles indicates that the particles had an aqueous surface layer before being
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captured. That suggests that the particles were droplets or deliquesced haze particles in

below-cloud air and that the central irregular electron-dense cores were their condensation

nuclei acquiring water vapor. Since the areas of central irregular cores in most of such

particles were apparently smaller than the areas between the cores and their outside circles,

they were more likely droplets. Hereafter, these nuclei are denoted as birregular nucleiQ and
the droplets are denoted as bdroplets with irregular nucleiQ.

In the cloud, a lot of particles showed the morphology of a round spot surrounded by a

ring (D in Fig. 4b). There were not apparent electron-dense materials in the surrounding

ring areas while the central spots had similar morphology to that of below-cloud spherical

particles. Considering their distinguishable morphology and the fact that similar particles

were rarely found out of the cloud, these particles are believed to be cloud droplets. There

were also a large number of round spots in the cloud (particle E in Fig. 4b) and they had

similar morphology to the below-cloud spherical particles, indicating the presence of

spherical particles in the interstitial air. A few particles with satellite structure appeared in

the interstitial air (particle F in Fig. 4b), indicating the presence of acidic sulfate particles.

Above the cloud, the majority of particles were those similar to spherical particles in the

below- and in-cloud air (particle G in Fig. 4c). Besides, there were some acidic sulfate

particles (particle H in Fig. 4c). Few other particles were detected there.

4.2. Volatility and elemental composition

Fig. 5 shows changes of particles and droplets before and after the electron heating.

Below-cloud spherical particles had apparent changes (particle I in Fig. 5a and b),

indicating some components evaporated and escaped while the irregular particles had no

apparent changes (particle J in Fig. 5a and b). Interstitial spherical particles in cloud

changed similarly to the below-cloud spherical particles but the cloud droplets were

different (Fig. 5c and d). The surrounding rings of droplets did not change but their central

spots changed similarly to the below-cloud and interstitial spherical particles. The above-

cloud spherical particles also changed similarly to the below-cloud and interstitial

spherical particles (figures are not shown). Therefore, the spherical particles in the below-,

in- and above-cloud air, and the round spots of cloud droplets had similar volatility

characteristics.

Only sulfur among elements with Z N10 was detected from spherical particles like

particles A, E, and G. Even after electron heating, such particles had similar spectra. An

example of the X-ray spectra is shown in Fig. 6a. The elemental compositions of irregular

particles such as particle B and the irregular nuclei of below-cloud droplets such as particle

C are very different from the spherical particles. They were mainly composed of sodium

and chlorine with minor magnesium and sulfur (Fig. 6b), suggesting they were sea-salt

particles or modified sea-salt. Since the compositions of all irregular particles and irregular

droplet nuclei in the extent of our analysis were similar to that shown in Fig. 6b, we think

all irregular particles are sea-salt particles and all droplets with irregular nuclei in this

study are droplets with sea-salt nuclei.

The ring areas of cloud droplets as in particle D did not generate detectable X-rays

except those caused by meshes (Cu) and films (C and O). However, the central spots of

droplets contained only sulfur among the elements with Z N10 both before and after



Fig. 5. TEM pictures of below-cloud particles [(a), (b)] and in-cloud particles [(c), (d)] before and after electron

heating, respectively.
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heating, further suggesting that their composition is similar to the spherical particles in and

out of the cloud. A plausible interpretation for the morphology of the droplets is that the

rings are vestiges left by liquid water evaporation and the central spots are coagulated

water-soluble substances in the droplets. As discussed in the following sections, it is

believed that the central spots retained major characteristics of the CCN on which the

droplets were formed initially. Hereafter for distinguishing from irregular nuclei, the

central round spots are denoted as bspherical nuclei,Q and the droplets formed on the

spherical nuclei are denoted as bdroplets with spherical nucleiQ.

4.3. Number fractions

In order to evaluate the contribution of different particles and droplets in and out of

the cloud, their number fractions in particles and droplets were estimated. Particles and

droplets were identified by their morphologies on TEM pictures as shown in Fig. 3.

Pictures applied for the estimation covered the mesh holes along a diameter across the

impaction center on the mesh. The results are listed in Table 3. It should be noted that

only particles/droplets larger than 0.3 Am could be efficiently captured by the impactor,

and cloud droplets larger than 10 Am and sea-salt particles larger than 7 Am, if they

existed, were cut by the inlet. Since the majority of accumulation mode aerosol particles
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should be around 0.3 Am or smaller, most of them must have been lost. In the cloud,

interstitial spherical particles and cloud droplets together occupied more than 97% in

number and the ratio of interstitial particles to droplets was about 3:2 in the detected

ranges. Spherical particles were also the majority in the interstitial air and they occupied

about 95% of interstitial particles. Further investigation of cloud droplet nuclei revealed
Table 3

Number fractions (%) of different particles in and out cloud

Particle category Below cloud In cloud Above cloud

Spherical particles 74 58 92

Droplets 3 39 N.D.a

Irregular particles 22 2 2

Acidic sulfate particles b1 1 5

Others 1 N.D.a b1

Total detected particles 1362 877 1060

a N.D.—not detected.
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that 90% of them were spherical nuclei, and droplets with sea-salt nuclei accounted for

8% of in-cloud droplets (Table 4), which is consistent with the results of Hudson and

Da (1996).

In the above- and below-cloud air, the majority of particles were the spherical ones and

their number fractions were 92% and 74%, respectively. Sea-salt particles were mainly in

the below-cloud air and they occupied 22% there. A few droplets were detected in the

below-cloud air and most of them were droplets with sea-salt nuclei. No droplets were

detected in the above-cloud air. In addition, acidic sulfate particles were rarely found in the

below- and in-cloud air. A few were detected in the above-cloud air and their number

fraction was 5% there.

4.4. Size distributions

Particles and droplets were sized by their morphologies on TEM pictures. Here we

applied the diameters of particle and droplet images on mesh films as their sizes,

hereafter denoted as on-film diameters. In single particle analysis, the geometric

diameter of a particle before being captured is usually estimated from its on-film image

with the assumption that the particle is spherical in the atmosphere and has the same

volume to its on-film one (Ayer, 1978). We do not use such estimation here since it has

large uncertainties and is invalid for droplets. Our purpose is to compare the size ranges

of particles and droplets. On-film diameters as defined hereafter can meet this purpose.

The on-film diameter of a spherical particle or a spherical nucleus of a droplet was

designated as the diameter of its image on the collection film, that of an irregular

particle or an irregular nucleus as the average of its length and width, and that of a

droplet as the diameter of the outside circle of its ring. Assuming that spherical particles

and droplets on the film after impaction are hemi-spherical with their volume the same

as the volume before being captured, their on-film diameters should be about 1.3 times

their geometric diameters. Because aqueous particles can hardly maintain their hemi-

sphere shape on a flat film, and because the larger the particles the easier their

expansion, the on-film diameters of spherical particles and droplets with spherical nuclei

should be 1.3 times their geometric diameter or larger. According to McInnes et al.

(1997), on-film diameters of sea-salt particles are approximately the same as their

aerodynamic ones. Consequently in the case of a droplet with sea-salt nucleus, the

geometric diameter of the droplet should be an intermediate of its on-film diameter and

its irregular nucleus on-film diameter.

The distributions of particles, droplets and droplet central nuclei are illustrated in Fig. 7.

They are not usual number–size distributions but tentative ones of counted particles and
Table 4

Number fractions (%) of different nuclei of droplets below and in cloud

Nuclei category Below cloud In cloud

Spherical nuclei 8 90

Irregular nuclei 90 8

Others 2 2

Total detected droplets 39 340
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droplets to on-film diameter. Spherical particles and droplets with spherical nuclei were

mainly in the on-film diameter range of 0.2–6 Am with their peaks at 0.6–0.9 Am and at

1–4 Am, respectively. Sea-salt particles in the below-cloud air had their on-film diameter

range of 0.9–7 Am with its peak at 2–3 Am and droplets with sea-salt nuclei had their range

of 1–10 Am with its peak at 3–5 Am. Since the sampling system was effective for particles

in the range of 0.3–7 Am and for cloud droplets in the range of 0.3–10 Am of aerodynamic
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diameters, the results for particles and droplets shown in the figure are reasonable except

that particles smaller than 0.5 Am on-film diameters might have been largely under-

estimated. The distributions of spherical particles inside and outside the cloud and that of

spherical nuclei of in-cloud droplets are approximately consistent with each other (Fig.

7a). Although the inlet system might have resulted in the loss of sea-salt particles and

droplets with sea-salt nuclei in the range larger than 7 Am in the below-cloud samples, the

distribution of sea-salt nuclei was apparent in larger size ranges than spherical particles,

and that of droplets with sea-salt nuclei is apparent in larger size ranges than droplets with

spherical nuclei (Fig. 7a,b).
5. Discussion

5.1. Mixture of the spherical particles

Spherical particles were predominant inside and outside the cloud. The existence of

sulfur in them suggests that they contained sulfate. Since they did not show acidic nature,

sulfate in these particles must have been completely or almost completely neutralized in

the form of sulfate or bi-sulfate. The neutralizer is probably ammonia. One reason is that

ammonia is the unique alkaline gas in the atmosphere and it is constantly emitted from

land sources and sea surface (Galloway et al., 1996; Dibb et al., 1999). Another reason is

that ammonia does not contain elements with Z N10, which is consistent with the particle

elemental composition. Therefore, the spherical particles are believed to contain

ammonium and sulfate. The heating test revealed that they contained low-volatile

compounds. The most common compounds associated with ammonium in marine

atmosphere are ammonium sulfate and ammonium nitrate. Considering that ammonium

nitrate is much more volatile than ammonium sulfate and the fact that sulfur was still

detected in the particles after heating, the escaped component is more likely ammonium

nitrate. In other words, the spherical particles could possibly contain nitrate in addition to

sulfate.

Analysis of bulk aerosol samples that were collected onboard simultaneously in the

present study by a low volume sampler on nuclepore filters revealed that in the below- and

in-cloud air the ratios of the concentration of major cations to that of major anions in the

samples were a little larger than 1. Particularly in the sample which was collected when the

aircraft descended from cloud into below-cloud air (3 min in cloud and 2 min below

cloud), the major anions were nitrate (30.6) and sulfate (21.4) besides chloride (34.8) and

the major cation was ammonium (12.5) besides sodium (46.2), magnesium (26.2) and

calcium (12.9) (all in neq m�3; from Kagawa et al., 2001), indicating that there was

considerable excess ammonia after total sulfate was neutralized. The presence of excess

ammonia could have led to nitrate deposition onto the particles (Stelson and Seinfeld,

1982; Matsumoto and Takana, 1996). The presence of ammonium nitrate in aerosol

particles around cloud and in cloud droplets was also testified by many observations such

as Fuzzi et al. (1994), Watanabe et al. (2001), and Kaneyasu et al. (2001). The extra

ammonia is presumably from Asian continent and/or Korean peninsula because ammonia

emission in China is very large and its rapid increase in recent decades has been predicted
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(Galloway et al., 1996; Streets et al., 2003). Observations in coastal areas of China proved

that acidic materials in secondary particles in surface atmosphere could be completely

neutralized by ammonia from anthropogenic sources (Zhang et al., 2000).

The concentration of acidic sulfate particles was relatively high and the concentration

of sea-salt particles was relatively low in the above-cloud air compared to those in the

below- and in-cloud air, indicating the particles below and above-cloud top had different

chemical natures. The vertical thermal structure shown in Fig. 3 revealed the

stratocumulus was capped by a strong inversion and the upward mixing was very weak

at the cloud top. The isentropic backward trajectories indicate that the influence from

continental surface emissions on the below- and in-cloud air masses was more significant

than that on above-cloud air masses (Fig. 2), which supports the analysis results of

particles at different levels.

5.2. Spherical nuclei

It is expected that uptake of gaseous species onto cloud droplets would not change

the original CCN considerably. One reason is that the pH of cloud water is usually

around 4.0 and the concentration of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) in cloud water is very

low over the Sea of Japan in winter (Watanabe et al., 2001). In the present case, bulk

cloud water was collected with a cloud water collector when the aircraft was descending

in the cloud. The collection efficiency of the collector for droplets with diameter of 10

Am is 30–40% (Suzuki and Horibe, 2001). The collected cloud water was reserved in

cooling (b10 8C) and sent to laboratory for analysis right after the aircraft landed. The

concentrations of Na+, NH4
+, Mg2+ and Ca2+ in the cloud water were 302.39, 200.40,

106.04 and 68.78 Aeq l�1, and that of Cl�, NO3
� and non-sea-salt SO4

2� were 201.42,

166.81, and 381.57 Aeq l�1, respectively. The pH of the cloud water was 4.1, the ratio

of the concentration of total cations to that of total anions was 0.98, and H2O2

concentration was 0.37 AM (Kagawa et al., 2001), which should have depressed the

aqueous-phase production of sulfate through S(IV) oxidation by H2O2 (Martin and

Damschen, 1981). Another reason is that the cloud we observed developed over the Sea

of Japan and its history was so short that the oxidants such as H2O2 were not expected

to largely modify the chemical contents of particles and droplets. Otherwise, the

modifications through S(IV) conversions in the particles and droplets by oxidants such

as O3 were similar. In that sense, we still think that the spherical nuclei were similar to

the spherical interstitial particles. Our analysis has shown that the detectable elements in

the nuclei are only sulfur and sizes of spherical nuclei are similar to those of spherical

particles. Even if coalescence, coagulation and aqueous phase reactions might have

resulted in a little quantitative change of the droplet nuclei, the qualitative changes of

the nuclei were not identified. Thus, the spherical nuclei, to a large extent, could

represent the major characteristics of the original CCN, suggesting the droplets with

spherical nuclei were formed on particles similar to the spherical particles.

There were a large number of spherical particles in the cloud interstitial air. Although

their composition and size are similar to the spherical nuclei of most cloud droplets, they

existed as interstitial particles rather than in cloud droplets. Possible input of aerosol

particles from the below-cloud air could not account for their presence because there was a
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thin inversion layer at the cloud base and the number fraction of irregular particles in the

interstitial particles in cloud, 0.04 (2/58 from Table 3), was much smaller than that in

below-cloud air, 0.3 (22/74 from Table 3). With a mechanism of ripening process, Celik

and Marwitz (1999) investigated the roles of the curvature and salinity of CCN in droplet

formation. They suggested that the growth of larger droplets that had smaller equilibrium

supersaturation would decrease the supersaturation in cloud, and this would lead to the

evaporation of small droplets that had larger equilibrium supersaturation even if the

ambient relative humidity remained larger than 100% in case of weak updraft. However,

this seems not the case in this study because the ratio of interstitial spherical particles to

cloud droplets is quite large (Table 3) and the observations were made in a polluted air

mass in which all particles were very unlikely to be good CCN. It is hard to believe that

such a large fraction of aerosol particles activating once to have produced droplets

experienced significant evaporation to return to aerosol particles in a supersaturated or just

saturated environment.

It is more likely that the interstitial spherical particles were deactivated particles. In

general, when interstitial particles contain large fractions of water-insoluble compounds

besides ammonium, sulfate and nitrate, the insoluble components increase the critical

supersaturation needed to form cloud droplets (Martinsson et al., 1992; Hallberg et al.,

1994; Gieray et al., 1997). Organic compounds may be the source of such insoluble

material (Anttila and Kerminen, 2002; Shantz et al., 2003). Our methods are not effective

to detect water-soluble organic aerosol components. It is noted that water-insoluble

organic components such as black carbons that present as soot are usually small spheres or

sphere chains on electron microscope mesh films. Such soot particles are detectable by the

techniques in this study (Parungo et al., 1994; Zhang et al., 2001). Bombardment of

electrons cannot change their morphologies in electron microscopes as shown in Fig. 5 and

carbon in the particles is detectable with the comparisons of X-ray spectrums of

background films and that of particles. In the scope of our analysis, we did not find such

components either in the interstitial spherical particles or in the spherical nuclei and did not

find any significant differences between them. So the reasonable explanation for the

existence of substantial spherical particles in the cloud interstitial air is likely that the

particles contained water-insoluble organics but no soot-like components appeared with

the organics or the masses of the organics were too small to be detected by our methods.

The analysis by Kagawa et al. (2001) did find acetate and formate in the cloud water and

their concentrations were 23.11 and 4.06 Aeq l�1, respectively, indicating the presence of

organics in cloud droplets.

5.3. Droplets formed on sea-salt particles

A few droplets as large as 10 Am were found in the below-cloud air. In contrast to the

droplets in the cloud, most of the below-cloud droplets were formed on sea-salt particles.

Sea-salt particles can form droplets due to their high deliquescence but the question is why

the droplets presented in the below-cloud air. One possibility is that the sea-salt particles in

the below-cloud air acquired water coating since the ambient relative humidity was nearly

80% (Fig. 3). If this is true, the simultaneous presence of particles of types B and C

suggests some sea-salt particles can become wet aerosols or activate to form droplets when
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the relative humidity is around 80%. Another possibility is that the droplets were drizzle

drops dropping out from the cloud base due to their large sizes.

The droplets with spherical particles had a narrow peak range of 1–4 Am, which was

consistent with their neutralized nature since droplets in continentally polluted clouds

usually have small mean diameter of droplets (b10 Am) and narrow droplet spectra

(e.g., Hudson and Li, 1995). In contrast, droplets formed on sea-salt particles were in

larger ranges. This phenomenon is plausible since larger particles form larger droplets

and smaller particles smaller droplets by water vapor condensation (Hudson and Rogers,

1986; Noone et al., 1992; Kramer et al., 2000; Schwarzenbock et al., 2001). It should

be noticed that this would result in the volume and mass contributions of droplets with

sea-salt nuclei much larger than the contributions of droplets with spherical nuclei.

Although their number was much less than droplets with spherical nuclei in the cloud

(this study), droplets with sea-salt nuclei had made ion concentrations of sodium and

chloride larger than sulfate and nitrate in the bulk cloud water (Kagawa et al., 2001:

data raised in Section 5.1). The potential significance of this result is that, while sodium

and chloride were substantially detected from bulk cloud water, suggesting sea-salt

particles acted as cloud droplet nuclei, the fact might be that cloud droplets formed on sea-

salt particles were in a minority in marine stratocumulus. It should be noted that the

contribution of sea-salt particles to CCN fraction is likely to depend on surface wind

speed, as well as factors such as boundary layer depth and the state of boundary layer

mixing in the vertical in the marine atmosphere. Even if the numbers of sea-salt CCN are

small, they maybe important because of their size for initiating drizzle in stratocumulus

cloud.
6. Summary

In this study, the aerosol particles in the range of 0.3–7 Am and droplets in the range

of about 0.3–10 Am below, within and above continentally influenced stratocumulus

over the Sea of Japan were analyzed using a TEM and a SEMEDX. With the

morphologies and elemental compositions of the particles and droplets, their categories,

formations, and mutual links both within and outside the stratocumulus were described

and discussed.

The stratocumulus was characterized by neutralized interstitial particles and droplets

with neutralized nuclei. The number ratio of interstitial particles to cloud droplets was

about 3:2 in the detected ranges. Spherical particles that were inferred to be mainly

composed of sulfate, nitrate and ammonium occupied more than 95% of the interstitial

particles in number. Other particles such as sea-salt particles were rarely detected. The

nuclei of about 90% cloud droplets were similar to the spherical particles in the scope of

our analysis. Droplets formed on sea-salt particles constituted merely 8% of cloud

droplets, suggesting that sea-salt particles might not be important for cloud droplet

formation in terms of droplet number, although sea-salt usually constitutes large fractions

of ions in bulk cloud water in marine stratocumulus.

Spherical particles were the majorities also in the above- and below-cloud air and they

occupied 92% and 74% of particles, respectively. Sea-salt particles were mainly found in
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the below-cloud air and they occupied 22% of total particles there. Acidic sulfate particles

were rarely found even in the above-cloud air.

This is a try to study droplets and particles in and out continentally influenced

stratocumulus by single particle analysis using electron microscopes. Results reported here

are from two above-cloud samples, two below-cloud samples and one in-cloud sample

during an aircraft mission. The results should closely depend on the stratocumulus and

weather conditions. No similar observations and analyses are available for comparisons

yet. In addition, water-soluble organics and most of volatile components are not detected

because of the limit of our methods. The statistical results in Table 3, Table 4 and Fig. 7 are

from tiny numbers of particles compared to other techniques such as optical particle

counters. Special attentions should be paid to these points in the comparisons of this study

with other observations.
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